This model focuses on the decision to invest in novel fields of activity. Making such decisions implies that managers recognize the potentialities of emerging technological patterns, which is not a trivial ability. Ultimately, it depends on the mental categories that they developed through their working life, which may or may not be appropriate for the situation that they are facing. In 1964, Olivetti sold its electronics division in the firm belief, well supported by a tradition of excellence in mechanics, that computers would never substitute typing machines.
Introduction
[Olivetti] is structurally sound and, in the end, it will overcome the present contingencies. But, a threat is hanging over its future. A mole must be eradicated: it entered electronics (. . . )
Vittorio Valletta, FIAT chief executive officer. April 30th, 1964, on restructuring Olivetti after FIAT acquired a substantial share of property. Quoted from [38] .
Since the XIX century, Olivetti made a name producing typing machines and office calculators. It did so by developing an expertise in light mechanics that relied to a large extent on in-house informal experience and made little use of the codified knowledge of mechanical engineers.
After World War II its visionary owner, Adriano Olivetti, sensed that electronics was going to have a future. Thus, as early as 1955, he opened a research laboratory in order to build electronic computing machines. However, since the bulk of management opposed this move toward electronics, he confined it in a specialized division.
In 1960, Adriano Olivetti died. In 1964, FIAT and others took over. The consequence was that Olivetti sold its electronics division -it eradicated the mole.
In spite of this decision, in 1965 a few electronic engineers who had remained in Olivetti managed to build the first personal computer ever. It was called Programma 101.
It was a tremendously innovative product and it was literally swallowed by the market. At the same time, Olivetti's traditional mechanical calculators were beginning not to sell very well. Nonetheless, Olivetti did not invest in electronics until well in the 1970s, when it was feeling the pressure of the producers of electronic office machines. By that time, Olivetti had already lost its pole position. In 1998, it stopped producing computers altogether.
The new producers of electronic office machines did understand that increasing demand should prompt them to accelerate investments. Why did the managers of Olivetti behave so differently? They were exposed to at least the same, possibly more information. In the 1950s, they knew nearly as much about electronic computers as IBM did. In the 1960s, they were first in the world to build a personal computer. But, since their minds were focused on mechanics, they lacked the mental categories to distinguish and appreciate the novelties that were coming out of electronics.
The story of Olivetti is particularly impressive but, in general, recognizing the value of innovations and investing in novel technologies is not obvious. It is the very salt of market economies. Not everyone has it, not all the time. Indeed, the process of creative destruction [45] is also a process of value recognition and commitment to a vision [18] .
This idea of a dynamic, bubbling economy where firms engage in a neverending rush to capture the next golden hen is at odds with intertemporal utility maximization. Accelerator equations are more akin to it, but their traditional form leaves little space to the dynamics of innovation. This article presents a disaggregated, flexible accelerator whose coefficients reflect the mental categories employed by managers in order to recognize profitable innovations. This is achieved by modeling information processing by means of a neural network.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 introduce accelerator equations and neural networks, respectively. The core of the paper is entailed in section 4, which makes use of a Kohonen neural network to derive investments from information carried both by technologies and by demand. Section 5 illustrates the meaning of the equations derived so far by means of a numerical example. Section 6 analyzes the properties of a productive system as a network of firms. Finally, section 7 concludes.
The Investments Acceleration Principle
In its original formulation, the investments acceleration principle simply states that firms invest according to variation of demand. Its name derives from equating demand per unit time to velocity and, consequently, its variation to acceleration [16] .
Essentially, the investments acceleration principle is nothing but an instance of the general principle that information is not carried by the absolute values taken by physical magnitudes, but rather by their variation with respect to a reference level [7] . For instance, electronic circuits are fed with a constant tension in order to keep their components in the active state. Over this baseline, small variations of tension around this reference level carry the signals. Following the same principle, information theory takes a message of equiprobable characters as reference value [48] . Information, then, is measured by the distance of a message from one of equiprobable characters as it is measured by information entropy.
The investments acceleration principle is able to amplify any small oscillation of economic variables. Suppose that innovation, chance or, simply, a fad makes the demand of certain goods increase. Each single firm will try to capture this increase, possibly all of it. Thus, each single firm commits to investment plans that enable it to satisfy a larger demand. However, since this larger demand must distribute itself among all firms, most of them will end up with an excess of productive capacity. In the end, what is rational for each single firm may not be rational for the economic system as a whole, which is subject to fluctuations that nobody wanted [40] .
Because of this property, accelerator equations have been included in various business cycle models. In general they have been employed by keynesian models, but Lucas' equilibrium business cycle model has an accelerator as well. In fact, whether the economy reflects disturbances around an equilibrium or rather sustains an endogenous oscillatory dynamics depends on other features of a business cycles model, not on the accelerator itself.
Kalecki was the first to propose a mathematical expression of the investments acceleration principle [30] , but eventually the simplified versions advanced by Samuelson [43] and Hicks [29] gained a much wider acceptance. According to these formulations, aggregate investments either depend on aggregate variation of consumption (1) or on lagged aggregate variation of income (2), respectively:
where I, C and Y denote aggregate investments, consumption and income, respectively. Coefficients κ ¥ ℜ and λ ¥ ℜ are constants. 1 Empirical applications of 1 and 2 highlighted that, in order to fit with empirical data, accelerator equations should take account of available capital stock [13] . Goodwin's accelerator 3 is a simple theoretical model where investments depend on the difference between available K and desired capital stock ξ.
It is a non-linear accelerator where investments I switch between two values K ¦ and K ¦ § ¦ according to the values taken by capital K:
where ξ denotes desired capital stock. Since Goodwin assumed that desired capital ξ is proportional to income Y , and since capital is accumulated income, Goodwin's accelerator ultimately depends on past income variations, just like Hick's (equation 2). Its distinguishing feature is that aggregate investments react differently to income variations that take place at different levels of capital stock. Since this is equivalent to having an accelerator with variable coefficients (i.e. variable κ or λ in equation 1 or 2, respectively), Goodwin's has been called a flexible accelerator.
Goodwin introduced his flexible accelerator with an eye to the upper turning points of business cycles [26] , where crises may begin because of excess productive capacity, shortages of credit and labor force or other macroeconomic phenomena. However, a justification for investments acceleration to set in at the low turning points of business cycles has always been regarded as more problematic. Indeed, why should firms invest if they still have an excess of productive capacity?
Goodwin's answer was that those investments that take an economy out of a recession involve equipment and knowledge of a novel kind. According to Goodwin, it is investments on innovations that trigger economic recovery [27] . Essentially, recovery is triggered by firms that recognize the value of innovations and invest in the right field. The Olivetti story is there to remind that this is all but easy.
The model presented in this article makes use of a neural network in order to reproduce information processing and investment decision-making. A flexible accelerator will be introduced, whose coefficients coincide with the weights of the neurons. Thus, the accelerator coefficients end with representing the mental categories of the decision-makers who undertake investments. They specify what kind of information managers are able to understand (e.g. electronic vs. mechanic calculators), their expectations and commitments.
Interestingly, by doing so certain features of Lucas' accelerator are rescued and pursued in greater detail. In fact, his accelerator takes the form
, where k t denotes the logarithm of aggregate capital at time t, andk t is the (correctly) estimated mean value of the stochastic distribution of k t over "islands" of economic agents [36] . In the discussion that follows this equation, Lucas concluded that investment acceleration is pronounced if economic agents:
i. are responsive to perceived future returns of physical capital relative to money capital;
ii. are convinced that the current demand for physical capital relative to money capital is a good indicator of the future return of physical capital;
iii. are convinced that current price movements contain information about the current demand for physical capital relative to money capital.
These considerations are remarkable because Lucas speaks of "perceived future relative returns", and of being "convinced that . . . ". Albeit these are just hints, they point to the cognitive nature of the investments acceleration principle. After Lucas, accelerator equations disappeared from theoretical economics. Because the accelerator implies that most firms invest above the level of demand that will be realized over and over the trade cycle, they apparently make systematic mistakes. Thus, the accelerator was considered incompatible with the hypothesis of rational expectations. This contradiction may be only apparent, because according to the investments acceleration principle firms do not overinvest out of a desire for making mistakes, but in the attempt to capture any possibility of increasing their market share. They may know that most of the times they make mistakes, but if they would never dare, sooner or later they would go bankrupt.
However we may regard the question, the conventional wisdom of the 1980s rejected the investments acceleration principle. Nevertheless, several empirical studies were providing evidence that accelerator equations exhibit a much better predictive power than any competing model [17] [9] [1] . Two justifications were proposed, both of them based on the observation that the time series of capital stock is less reliable than the income time series.
The first justification was provided by Sargent, who observed that since income time series are less affected by noise than capital stock time series, noise is likely to introduce a spurious causality link from income toward capital stock [44] . The second justification was advanced by Acemoglu, who maintained that firms observe statistical reports when they make investments and, since they know that capital stock time series are not very reliable, they base their decisions on income time series [2] .
However, a second tide of empirical studies stressed once again the ability of accelerator equations to track investments in the most diverse economies and times, including Malaysia from 1971 to 1988 [10] , France from 1972 to 1991 [39] , the U.S. from 1948 to 1985 [8] , France and U.S. from 1968 to 1993 [37] , Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya and Zimbabwe from 1971 to 1995 [11] and the Czech Republic from 1992 to 1996 [34] . Notably, the power of accelerator equations seems not to be affected by differences in data reliability across countries and time. Although this consideration is far from being a definitive proof, persistence of the predictive power of accelerator equations visà vis the enormous improvement in the quality of economic data in industrialized countries may cast doubts on the rel-evance of Sargent's proposed explanation. Acemoglu's argument is even weaker, because it is quite doubtful that firms in industrialized countries ever based investment decisions on statistical data and, in any case, this strategy is unfeasible in developing countries and transition economies where too few statistical data are available. On the whole, persistence of the investments acceleration principle from the 1940s to our days, from the U.S. to Eastern Europe to Zimbabwe, should suggest that there is something real with it.
The investments acceleration principle does not describe irrational decisionmaking but, rather, the continuing disequilibrium of market economies engaged in innovation [52] [53] . If this interpretation is accepted, then modelization of the cognitive processes of economic agents is necessary in order to understand how they behave.
A Few Concepts on Cognition and Neural Networks
The mess of information generated by a continuous technological innovation conflicts with the bounded rationality of economic agents, who are forced to operate some simplification in order to make sense of it [49] . However, since human reasoning is not quite the same as executing an algorithm, it is not altogether correct to liken bounded rationality to memory and time constraints on electronic computers. Rather, human beings simplify the enormous amount of information that they receive by classifying it into a manageable number of mental categories. Interestingly, mental categories are not defined by pre-specified similarity criteria that the objects to be classified should fulfill. In fact, since the qualitative features of objects like future goods and future technologies cannot be known in advance, classification criteria that are absolutely correct cannot exist. Rather, mental categories are continuously constructed and modified according to similarity of a just-received piece of information to the pieces of information that have already been stored in existing categories. Stored pieces of information that become guidelines to subsequent classification are called prototypes [6] [15] [28] .
Notably, it is not even necessary to assume that all items classified in a category share common features. As an example, the reader is invited to find whatever feature all human occupations have in common, that are subsumed by the mental category labeled by the word game. A few minutes reflection are sufficient to realize that the answer is: none. On the other hand, all we need in order to use the category "game" is that we are able to evaluate the similarity of a new game to some of the items already stored in the category. Such items are acting as prototypes for future classification [33] [15] .
Neural networks are able to reproduce these features of human cognition. Thus, they are able to model bounded rationality in terms of information categorization [46] .
Decision-making as it is modeled by neural networks fits the framework of case-based decision theory [23] [24] [25] . This assumes that individuals measure the similarity of a decision problem to the situations that they encountered in the past and take a course of actions that is similar to one that in the past, in a situation that is similar enough to the present one, had produced satisfactory results. For instance Olivetti, with its successful experience with mechanic calculators, made absurd decisions because it had not developed proper mental categories for appreciating the significance of electronics.
There exist many varieties of artificial neural nets, and economic applications vary accordingly. In particular, it is of paramount importance to distinguish feedforward neural networks, where category formation is supervised by an external operator, from unsupervised, or Kohonen neural networks. Kohonen neural networks develop their own mental categories and are quite akin to biological neural networks [19] .
In the case of neural networks with supervised learning, the network is only used after it underwent a training phase. During the training phase, an operator wires in the categories in which the network will classify information. It corresponds to modeling a decision-maker whose mental categories have been chosen ex ante. His mental category may have been optimized to solve a particular class of decision problems, but they are not flexible.
On the contrary, with Kohonen networks no training takes place prior to the normal operation of the net. By means of feed-back and feed-forward loops embedded in each neuron, the network itself is able to form and modify its categories depending on the patterns contained in the very information that it is classifying [31] [32] . Clearly, only this kind of neural networks can give us a clue of the behavior of decision-makers who are facing novel situations that require continuous adaptation of their mental categories.
All the difference between Kohonen neural networks and feed-forward neural networks is due to the inner structure of their neurons. A Kohonen neuron produces an output y
Evidently, for any set of coefficients a i this simple device is able to classify different input vectors in the same category by yielding the same output y for several input vectors x. In fact, there exist several vectors x whose weighted sum yields the same y. This is still akin to the neurons of feed-forward neural networks, except that inputs and outputs are not constrained to take the values ¡ 0 1¢ . The ability of a Kohonen neuron to adapt its categories to the patterns of input information stems from a feed-back from output y and a feed-forward from input x, toward coefficients a i :
where φ On the contrary, by means of equation 5 a Kohonen network is able to modify its own categories and learns to recognize novel patterns. Kohonen networks pay a price for their flexibility: they are slower than operator-assisted neural networks. This is the reason why Kohonen networks are uncommon in commercial applications, although they constitute a fundamental model of neurophysiology.
In equation 5, the term φ ¡ a y ¤ x i enables the neuron to learn input patterns. It entails both a feed-back (from y) and a feed-forward (from x i ). This learning term makes a i increase when both y and x i take high values, thereby enhancing those coefficients that happened to yield a high y when a particular x i was high. Thus, the structure of coefficients vector a ultimately depends on which vectors x appeared more often as inputs. These vectors are the prototypes around which the network constructs its categories.
On the contrary, the term γ (6) and equation 5 is accordingly duplicated. In general, a network of neurons is able to discriminate input information according to much finer categories than a single neuron can do. As a rule, the greater the number of neurons, the finer the categories that the network constructs. However, a neural network is useful precisely because it is able to classify a huge amount of information into a few broad categories. If categories are so fine that they track input information exactly, then a neural net becomes useless. Thus, the number of neurons that a network should possess depends on the variability of input information as well as on user needs.
However, the behavior of a neural network does not only depend on the number of its neurons but, to a great extent, on the structure of the connections between them. In fact, just like the capabilities of Kohonen neurons depend on feed-backs and -forwards, the capabilities of a neural network depend on linkages that eventually enable information to circulate in loops. If information circulates in loops, then the network as a whole acquires a memory. This is a distributed, associative memory, and it is fundamentally different in nature from the more usual localized memories. Localized memories, such as books, disks, tapes etc., store information at a particular point in space. This information can only be retrieved if one knows where its support is (e.g. the position of a book in a library, or the address of a memory cell in a hard disk).
On the contrary, in a neural network each neuron may be part of a number of information circuits where information is "memorized" as long as it does not stop to circulate. Although this is a memory, one cannot say that information is stored at any particular place. For this reason, one speaks of a distributed memory.
For obvious reasons, the information stored in a distributed memory cannot be retrieved by means of an address. However, a piece of information flowing in a particular loop can be retrieved by some other piece of information that is flowing close enough to it. Thus, in a distributed memory information can be retrieved by means of associations of concepts, with a procedure that reminds of human "intuition" [31] [15] . For this reason, one speaks also of associative memories.
The importance of the capability of neural networks to implement an associative memory will become clear in the following sections, where it will be shown that the information feedback created by the labor market closes the neural network of economic decision-makers in a loop. In the light of the above considerations, the ability of firms and national productive systems to recognize the importance of innovations appears to be similar in nature to the ability of an individual to recognize patterns, trace similarities and have "intuitions".
Neural networks have enormous, hitherto underutilized potentialities for economics. In fact, most economic applications use neural networks in order to trace regressions, which is not what they are particularly good at. Some applications where neural networks are used in order to model decision-making by economic agents have been made, but they do not use Kohonen 
The Neural Accelerator
Let us consider N firms in imperfect competition for producing N different goods for N consumers. Although the number of goods is fixed, their qualitative features may change with time so firms must recognize the emerging patterns of technologies and demand in order to understand where they should invest. All firms are vertically integrated and sell directly to consumers.
Furthermore, let us assume that:
i. Firms react to changing demand by adjusting quantities, not prices;
ii. Population dynamics, increase of productivity and variations of production never combine to make labor a scarce good.
These assumptions are not realistic in general, but they make sense at the onset of recoveries. In fact, in this situation labor force is likely to be abundant and inflationary pressures are likely to be low. Furthermore, demand is increasing so firms are concerned with satisfying requests rather than engaging in price wars.
The consequence of the above assumptions is that information flows are strictly unidirectional. In fact, increasing demand for a certain good never leads to price bargaining (which would imply information flowing back and forth), but rather to prompt delivery. Thus, information simply flows in the opposite direction of goods.
Let N-dimensional vectors c 0, k 0 and y 0 denote consumption of the N goods, capital endowments in the N firms and the income of the N work-ers/consumers. Correspondingly, information is carried by ∆c, ∆k and ∆y. According to the investments acceleration principle, investments ∆k depend on variations of demand ∆c.
Let us model firms investment decision-making by means of Kohonen neurons, one for each firm. On the contrary, hiring decision-making as well as consumers decision-making will be modeled in a much rougher manner.
In particular, let us assume that no saving takes place so consumers behavior can be subsumed by a linear function of current income:
Likewise, let us assume that the labor hired by firms is a linear function of the amount of capital that they need:
Let us suppose that the current state of technologies is subsumed by an Ndimensional, exogenous vector e. Let us assume that managers are reactive to variations of technologies. Thus, information on new technologies is carried by a vector ∆e. The i-th component of ∆e represents the impact of technological innovation on the i-th good. For instance, the impact of miniaturization of electronic circuits on radios, computers, and so on.
Let us assume that the information carried by ∆e is free and available to all firms. This makes sense, because vector ∆e does not represent technological details that are internally developed by firms and that are kept strictly private unless acquired under licensing agreements. Rather, ∆e represents all publicly available information about new technologies which can induce managers to invest on a specific field, eventually developing private information as a consequence of this decision. It includes basic research made available by non-profit institutions, rumors about competitors' strategies, as well as information that was intended to be private but which is actually difficult to appropriate and trade [3] . It is, for instance, the information on the enthusiasm with which programma 101 was received by the market: this information was equally available to Olivetti and its competitors at zero cost. Figure 3 illustrates the neural network that represents decision-making in the productive system. The single neurons represent decision-making by single firms. received by workers is subsumed by the box g. Discrete differentiation and integration are represented by ∆-and Σ boxes.
In figure 3 , each neuron receives two sets of input variables, the ∆c j and the ∆e j , j 1 2
N. Let matrix A entail the weights that the neurons apply to input variables ∆c j , where a i j denotes the weight that neuron i applies to input variable ∆y j . Likewise, let matrix B entail the weights that the neurons apply to input variables ∆e j , where b i j denotes the weight that neuron i applies to input variable ∆e j .
Let us for a moment abstract from the exogenous input e exists. By applying eq. 4 we obtain ∆k A∆c, which is a vectorial version of Samuelson's accelerator equation 1. Similarly, by applying eq. 4 and by assuming f L, where L denotes the unit time lag, we obtain ∆k AL ¡ ∆y ¤ , which is a vectorial version of Hicks' accelerator equation 2. Thus, we are disaggregating and generalizing the classical accelerator equations to a situation where there is technical innovation and the accelerator coefficients vary accordingly.
For the general case, our disaggregated accelerator equation is:
which, in combination with equations 7 and 8, could be equivalently expressed as a function of ∆y and ∆e, or ∆k and ∆e only. In equation 9, the accelerator coefficients are also the weights of a neural network. As such, they represent the mental categories of managers who must classify information in the proper bins of "promising novel technologies", "mature products", "profitable but too far from our expertise", etc. Since technologies change, the contours of the bins -the mental categories -must change as well. Kohonen neurons adapt their categories by means of the feed-backs and -forwards described by equation 5. Note that, in this way, we are going to introduce a generalized flexible accelerator much in the spirit of Goodwin's (equation 3).
Equation 5 has a learning term and a forgetting term. Both of them have a straightforward economic interpretation.
In fact, firms classify information into different categories according to the market in which they specialized. In its turn, specialization depends on physical and human capital accumulated as a consequence of past investment decisions. This factor is captured by the learning terms φ ¡ a y ¤ x i . In the Olivetti story told in the introduction, these terms account for learning of mechanical expertise through decades of successes.
However, renewal of capital goods is eased by natural aging of existing machinery. Similarly, renewal of human capital is eased by personnel turnover. The forgetting terms γ ¡ a y ¤ a i capture this second effect. With reference to the Olivetti story, these terms say that for the electronic engineers to succeed to steer the company on a new course, the old guard must first disappear.
Equation 5 must be operationalized by means of a proper choice of the φ and γ terms. A formulation that is good enough in the early stages of pattern recognition is [31] :
where µ and ν are suitable coefficients. In equations 10 and 11 the learning terms enhance coefficients that yield a high output for a high input. On the contrary, the forgetting terms scale down coefficients exponentially with time.
Equations 10 and 11 make decision-making strongly path-dependent. What prevents firms that operate e.g. in the market for typing machines from entering e.g. the computer market is simply the fact that they never did this job: they are not acquainted with the computer market, they never developed the categories that would enable them to understand which items are most profitable in this market, and they own completely different capital goods.
Path dependence originates from the feedbacks embedded in Kohonen neurons. For instance, within Olivetti the information on the usefulness of mastering light mechanics reinforced itself through decades of growing successes. Now, figure 3 shows that, through workers/consumers, the productive system as a whole is embedded in a feed-back loop as well. That is, a particular national economy may develop idiosyncratic ways of organizing the production and distribution of particular goods, that make it react in its own peculiar way to exogenous contacts. Why, in the globalizing world economy, do certain countries specialize in sectors that require particular organizational and institutional arrangements? The neural network of figure 3 suggests that this happens because the same mechanisms operate at the firm level and at the economy level. Through the feed-back provided by workers/consumers, a productive system implements a distributed memory. As outlined in § 3, distributed, associative memories recognize stimuli that resemble those with which they are already acquainted.
More details on the aggregate properties of this network will be discussed in § 6. For the moment, § 5 will illustrate the meaning of the equations derived so far by means of numerical examples.
A Numerical Example
For simplicity, let us choose f L (as in Samuelson's accelerator) and g I. By inserting equations 7 and 8 into 9 it is possible to obtain investments ∆k from information on innovation ∆e. Thus, simulations basically consist of feeding the above equations with a sequence of vectors ∆e and observing the corresponding ∆k. Notably, at each step the coefficient matrices A and B are updated according to equations 10 and 11, respectively.
In order to ensure proper running of the simulation, the two following procedures have been added to the basic model:
The elements of A and B are not allowed to become negative. If this happens, they are set to zero. This is done in order to avoid the appearance of spurious cycles.
The two inputs of the neurons, ∆c and ∆e, are made comparable to one another by reducing the amplitude of ∆c to that of ∆e. This is necessary because ∆c tends to grow exponentially.
The simulations illustrate the investments made by 10 firms that produce 10 goods on which they receive a sequence of 20 vectors of exogenous information regarding technological innovation ∆e. Figures 4 and 5 highlight that, although all firms have access to the same information, different initial conditions with respect to physical and human capital as expressed by the random initialization of A and B set them onto different growth paths. The model is strongly path-dependent. Suppose that a firm acquired an expertise in, say, mechanics. So long the environment will prize this sort of expertise, this firm tends to develop it faster than any competitor. However, competition can become very harsh when a novel expertise enters the picture.
A comparison of figures 4 and 5 shows that although firms have been initialized with the same structure of capital endowment, they may react very differently to different technological stimuli. A firm that performed bad with the technological input of figure 4 may perform very well with the technological input of figure 5, and vice versa. For instance, a firm that has become very sophisticated at making mechanical office calculators may react very poorly to information concerning the potentialities of personal computers. Note also that the spread of reactions across firms may be more or less wide depending on the structure of technological information and initial conditions. 
The Distributed Memory of Economic Systems
Not only firms specialize in particular fields and become reactive to particular patterns of technological innovation. Regional and national productive system do the same. So the story about Olivetti is not an isolated episode in the Italian economy, but rather reflects its general inability to understand and exploit the potentialities of electronics and information technologies. On the contrary, the previous waves of development based on fashion and light mechanics had been enthusiastically embraced. Allegedly, the technologies that are well exploited by the Italian productive system are those that are compatible with a tight network of small and medium family businesses.
The neural model developed in § 4 understands these phenomena in terms of the distributed memory of the productive system. The feedbacks created by the links between firms and between firms and workers/consumers make an economy specialize in recognizing and exploiting particular technological patterns. When opposite patterns appear, the same economy may no longer perform so well.
In figure 6 , after 10 time steps where the model was fed with ∆e ¡ 0101010101£ , the opposite input ∆e ¡ 1010101010£ was provided for the next 10 time steps. Figure 6 illustrates a story in which two economies are exposed to different technological information and, accordingly, invest in different fields. One of them has a higher rate of investment. The other one becomes exposed to the information exploited by the first but, instead of jumping on the higher growth path, it performs even worse than before. If one accepts certain simplifications, it is possible to provide an analytical description of these phenomena [31] .
Let us assume that each neuron receives only one component of vector e as input. This amounts to assuming that each firm receives information on technological innovation regarding one good only. Thus, it implies that each firm produces only one good and, most importantly, that firms do not examine the possibility of entering other markets. However, it is still possible for a firm to change the qualitative features of its one product and, by doing so, create a different market.
Let us choose the simplest possible specifications. Let f g I and B I. Since B is constant, eq. 11 does not apply. Furthermore, let us neglect forgetting terms by assuming ν 0. In this way, we are left with the following accelerator equation:
∆k A∆k ∆e (12) which is a particular case of eq. 9. Furthermore, eq. 10 becomes: 
This is a matrix Bernoulli equation of fourth degree, for which exact solutions are not available. However, there may be no sense to strive for exact solutions because, having neglected the stabilizing effect of forgetting terms, eq. 14 is of little use beyond a few time steps after a vector e impinged. On the contrary, it makes sense to consider its lowest-order approximation for Ω ¡ I. On these premises, eq. 14 becomesΩ 
Let us suppose that the transfer function Ω has been formed during some period ¡ 0 t£ . During this time interval, a regional economy has developed an internal organization subsumed by Ω. If, at a time t 1 t, this economy confronts a technological pattern e 1 , its response in terms of investments will be ∆k 1 Ω∆e 1 . By using 15, this can be expressed as:
Equation 16 has two terms on the right side. The first term makes investments depend on technological novelties and, because of the many approximations we made, it is simply ∆k 1 ¡ ∆e 1 . The second term highlights that investments at time t 1 also depend on the compatibility of ∆e 1 with all the information that the economy received throughout its history -the integral from 0 to t.
In fact, the outcome of a vector multiplication is a measure of the similarity between vectors involved. Thus, the vectorial products within the integral of 16 measure the similarity of novelties ∆e 1 to previous experiences ∆e ¡ τ ¤ . Since the outcomes of all multiplications are summed over the integral, all history contributes to the response of an economy to technological novelties.
It will be noted that equation 16 makes no difference between the recent history and the distant one. This is clearly unrealistic, and it is due to our neglect of forgetting terms in order to obtain a solution in closed form. Once again, we made approximations in order to highlight the capabilities of the neural model, but the equations derived in this way cannot be trusted beyond the short-term response.
Conclusions
This article presented a neural model of novelty recognition and investment decisionmaking. Since it is the first in its kind, it focused on a narrow situation, namely, the recognition of the possibilities disclosed by a novel technology. This limitation might be overcome by considering more complex information structures, such as bi-directional fluxes induced by price bargaining or multiple loops caused by the presence of several markets that cannot be accessed by all firms with equal ease. Indeed, the results of a set of simulations on a more intricate structure of communications have been published in a journal specialized on neural computing [20] .
Possibilities for empirical applications are hindered by the evident difficulty of encoding information on technological novelties into numerical vectors. Note that this is not a theoretical difficulty, but a practical one. In practice, it is difficult to think of a homogeneous empirical documentation of what managers, at any precise point in time, knew about technological perspectives.
However, it is easy to think of empirical applications of a reduced version of the model, in which Kohonen networks are used to reconstruct or predict investments from empirical data on disaggregated demand. Indeed, a first attempt in this direction has yield encouraging results [21] .
